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Who we are 

SIGACCESS is a special interest group of ACM. The 
SIGACCESS Newsletter is published regularly in 
January, June, and September*. We encourage a wide 
variety of contributions, such as : letters to the editor, 
technical papers, short reports, reviews of papers of 
products, abstracts, book reviews, conference reports 
andlor announcements, interesting web page URLs, 
local activity reports, etc. Actually, we solicit almost 
anything of interest to our readers. 

Material may be reproduced from the Newsletter for 
non-commercial use with credit to the author and 
SIGACCESS. Deadlines are one month before 
publication dates. Submissions may be sent as hard 
copy ( paper ). but machine-readable files are 
preferred. Postscript or PDF files may be used if 
layout is important, but word-processor files, text 
files, or e-mail are also acceptable. Ask the editor if 
in doubt. 

Finally, you may publish your work here before 
submitting it elsewhere. We are a very informal 
forum for sharing ideas with others who have 
common interests. 

Anyone interested in editing a special issue on an 
appropriate topic should contact the editor, who will 
be delighted. 

Newsletter Editor ( f i i twe  issues ) 

Simeon Keates, 
IBM TJ Watson Research Center 
19 Skyline Drive 
Hawthorne. NY 10532, USA. 
lsk@us.ibm.com 

* Regular p~hlicatiorz is flze ideal, but at present It9e 

are behind schedclle. We plan to publislz more 
fr-equent issues zmtil we have caught cip vzith the 

sclzedcile. 



e N et ter  of AC I 

A note from the Editor 
Alan Creak 

Dear SIGACCESS member : 
That starts us off on a new 

note. If you didn't know before, 
you now know that good old 
SIGCAPH is now good new 
SIGACCESS, and that this 
publication is now called 
Accessibility and Computing. 
Our chairperson Vicki Hanson 
offers comments on the change 
( page 3 ) and expresses her 
confidence and optimism about 
the future. May it indeed be so ! 

Also in this issue, we have a 
review of CWUAAT ( on 
Universal Access and Assistive 
Technology ), an exploration of 
the effectiveness of speech 
recognition for computer input, 
and an examination of why 
assistive technology has not in 
fact yielded all the expected, 
and sometimes promised, 
benefits, This last article 
strongly einphasises the USA's 
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experience with the Americans 
with Disabilities Act, but those 
of us from other parts of the 
world will recognise the 
problems as universal. There is 
a great deal of food for thought 
here, and a strong hint that there 
is plenty of work still to be 
done. 

Acronymology 
Our new title, "Accessibility 
and Computing", is interesting 
in at least two ways if we try to 
abbreviate it. 

First, our publication's full 
initials - AAC - are also the 
common acronym for both 
"Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication", a topic of 
considerable significance to 
SIGACCESS, and the journal 
published by ISAAC, the 
International Society for 
Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication. 

I don't suppose there's a 
serious risk of confusion, but 

anyone tempted to abbreviate 
the title might consider using 
"A & C", just in case. 

At a different level of 
significance entirely, could it be 
a delicate compliment that the 
capitalised letters in the title are 
also the initials of the Editor ? 
The Editor, deeply unworthy of 
such a compliment, asserts that 
the coincidence is just that. But 
anyone can dream. 

Tell us about it ... 
Keep those articles rolling in ! 
Yes, of course you've heard it 
before, and thanks to those 
who've responded. But there 
really are not many of you. 
"Why not I?", I ask myself. 

Perhaps it's your natural 
modesty - if so, overcome it, 
for we would like to hear what 
you have to tell us. 

Perhaps it's lack of time - if 
so, we understand, only too 
well, but perhaps you've 
already written some report or 
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note or sun?mary which, ~ i t h  
just a little attention. could be 
interesting to a \t,ider audience. 

Perhaps youqre shy - if so, 
remember that in SIGACCESS 
you're among friends. 

Perhaps you're deterred by 
the demands of writing a formal 
article - if so, don't be; we 
don't  need formality, just 
interesting material. 

One thing which I'm sure 
cannot be an obstacle is lack of 
material. If you're reading 
S I G A C C E S S  more  than  
casually. you're engaged in a 
field which is packed with 
material crying out to be 
communicated. and you have 
some stories to tell. 

Consider this. If every one of 
our professional members sent a 
one-page report of something - 
current actix ity. inspiring 
thought, new obserh-ation - it 
would keep us going with 
regular issues for several years. 
Looked at from the other 
direction. even if that was all 
we did ( and I hope it won't 
be ), you'd hase to contribute 
only one page every few years. 

But please do not allow that 
to deter you from submitting 
two pages. Or three .... 

A debt repaid. 
In SIGCAPH Newsletter #58 of 
June 1997 there appeared an 
article by me. It was the 
Editor"s custom at that time to 
print the national flags of all the 
countries represented among 

the authors of articles, but the 
hie- Zealal?d flag d1dn.t 
appear. There was an AustralIan 
flag. nh ich  to the uninitiated 
looks rather similar, and I asked 
whether there had been a 
mistake. No, replied the Editor, 
p o s s ~ b l y  a w a r e  o f  an  
Australasian prickliness which 
is somet imes  o b s e r ~ , a b l e  
between the t ~ o  estimable 
countrres concerned. the New 
Zealand flag i+ould appear 
shortly. 

But the next two Newsletters 
were full of other material, and 
the New Zealand flag nex er 
turned up.  So  I ( as a 
contributor ) reckon that the 
Newsletter owes me a New 
Zealand flag. and I ( as a 
conscientious Editor ) am 
unable to avoid the logic of the 
argument, and conclude that the 
debt should be discharged. So 
here it is : 

Any other outstanding debts ? 
Just let the Editor know ( and 
send the evidence ). 

zdp ) farewell ! 
This is my last edition as Editor 
of the Newsletter. 

I hasten to state that this 
does not betoken any dramatic 
upheaval ar head office, and we 

part G n  the best of terms i t  had 
a h  ays been lli) understanding 
that 1 ivas keeping the seat 
warm for someone eke ;  when 
offering to take on the job, ! 
wrote, '"I shall keep going as 
long as necessarj ,  external 
circumstances permitting. but 
think of me as a temporary 
editor. There must be someone 
more appropriate for the job 
somewhere !" 

Noiv the more appropriate 
someone has turned up. He's 
Simeon Keates, who is - 

presumably coincidentally - the 
author of one of the articles in 
this issue. Welcome, Simeon, 
and thanks for taking over ! 

It has been an interesting 
experience for me. and I've 
learnt a lot. ( Incidentally, 
belated apologies for some 
curiously low-level closing 
double quotation marks in issue 
875; that's something I won't 
do again. ) 

Finally. my thanks go to the 
officers of the SIG, who have 
been uniformly supportive; to 
the ACM staff, who have given 
help and advice with unfailing 
courtesy and patience; and to 
the many contributors who have 
grac ious ly  to le ra ted  my 
pedantic attempts to tell them 
how to urite. All of you have 
helped to make my editorship 
much more enjoyable than I had 
expected. 

Over to you, Simeon. 



Vicki L. Hanson. Chair 

The recent name change of our organization to SIGACCESS reflects not so much a 
dramatic change in direction as it does a better characterization of member interests. 
We received a great deal of feedback from members about their interests this past year. 
While interests are many and varied. all members share a desire to use technology to 
support the needs of persons uith disabilities. A new mission statement for the SIG 
reflects these goals: 

SIGACCESS promotes the professional interests of computing personnel 
with disabilities and the application of computing and information 
technologj in solving relevant disability problems. The SIC also strives to 
educate the public to support careers for people with disabilities. 

At the ASSETS conference this past October, attendees met to discuss their varied 
interests and share their expertise. A number of new opportunities for the organization 
were suggested: 

- To maintain community ties and foster the continued exchange of ideas among 
researchers and practitioners. attendees were in favor of an annual ASSETS 
conference. We will be working to make that happen. with the next conference to 
be ASSETS'OS. Keep updated about the conference on our website at 
http:llwww.acm.org/sigxcess/ 

- There is an interest in promoting computer science programs that educate students 
about accessibility issues and provide accessible computing opportunities for 
students with disabilities who wish to pursue degrees in computer science and 
related disciplines. More information about this will be forthcoming. 

- Members also wish to exchange information about relevant educational 
opportunities. We will be looking to our SIG website to provide a place for such an 
exchange of information. 

This is an exciting time for our SIC. With recent growth in membership, and the 
vitality of the ASSETS conference, we have the opportunity to engage in activities that 
will truly benefit the community. We welcome your comments on how the SIC could 
better meet your needs. Suggestions can be sent to any of the SIC officers, listed at 
http:llwww.acm.org/sigaccesslcontact.php 



Report on 
ambridge rkshop on Universa 

Simeon Keates 
IBM TJ Watson Research Center 

"Design for a more inclusive world", the 2nd Cambridge Workshop on Universal Access and 
Assistive Technology (CWUAAT ,041, was held in Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge, UK on 22nd to 
24th March this year. This workshop was the latest in a series of biennial events that were inspired 
by the highly successful Cambridge Workshops on Rehabilitation Robotics that began in the late 
1980s. 

The aim of the earlier workshops, as with CWUAAT, uras to bring together researchers and 
practitioners to listen to high quality presentations, and also to socialise together and have the 
opportunity for extended informal discussions. Cambridge colleges with their sense of isolation 
from the world outside, to say nothing of the wonderful food and anlbience, represent ideal venues 
for achieving this, and Fitzwilliam was no exception for CWUAAT. 

Where the earlier workshops focused exclusively on Rehabilitation Robotics, the CWUAAT 
conferences have addressed a broader range of topics, including: 

* design issues for a more inclusive world; 

* enabling computer access and the development of new technologies; 

* assistive technology and rehabilitation robotics; 

* understanding users and involving them in the design process. 

Reflecting the diverse call, CWUAAT '04 attracted participants from many different fields of 
research and geographical locations. Overall there were 85 participants representing almost 20 
countries spread across five continents. Their backgrounds varied from robotics to ergonomics, 
computer science to social science. 

The continued sponsorship of CWUAAT by Royal Mail allowed participants to receive free copies 
of two books, Courltel-iizg Design Exclusion: An introdziction to ilzclzlsive design (Keates, S and 
Clarkson PJ) and Design for a more iizclzlsive world (Keates. S ,  Clarkson, PJ, Langdon, P and 
Robinson, P eds.), as well as the CWUAAT proceedings. 

CWUAAT consisted primarily of long paper presentations. There were also two discussion 
sessions, a posteridemoilstration session and a couple of keynote presentations. 

The keynotes were delivered by Alan Topalian of Alto Design Management, and Julie Howell, 
Digital Policy Development Officer for the Royal National Institute for the Blind (RNIB). Alan 
discussed the development of a new British Standard on managing inclusive design (BS7000 Part 6: 
Guide to Managing Inclusive Design). This is believed to be the first standard of its kind to focus on 
guiding companies on how to put in place the conect structures and mechanisms to embrace 
inclusive design throughout the whole product life-cycle, from concept through to 
deco~nmissioning. BS7000-6 is in its final stages of drafting and should be published later this year. 
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Julie Wois ell deli\ ered a typically exuberant and fascinating presentation on the need to mahe 
computers accessible, particularly in the context of recent legislatia e det elopments such as the 
UK9s Disabil~ty Discrlmlnation Act. Her presentation was illustrated by numerous real-life 
examples from the nork of the RNIB, ~ncluding their remarkable success norking wlth Tesco.com 
to de\ elop the Tesco Access web-site. 

The two discussion sessions focussed on different types of technology. Colette Nicole, from 
Loughborough University, continued Julie Hou ell's keynote theme of computer access, particularly 
web access for people used to using AAC equipment, such symbol boards. Colette, in conjunction 
with the ACE Centre Advisory Trust, also brought along a working kersion of the WWAAC 
browser for participants during the demonstration session. Colette's presentation led to a spirited 
discussion, with many diverse opinions from the floor on potential future directions for bringing 
AAC users and the Web closer together. 

In his opening presentation for the other discussion session, Koos van Woerden of the TNO 
Institute of Applied Physics gave a detailed account of the current state of rehabilitation robotics 
research around the world, with a particular emphasis on robots that had entered the marketplace. 
Of approximately 20 robots that are available commercially only two. the Handy 1 and Manus 
robots, have achieved any kind of significant market success. Both of these robots managed to meet 
and satisfy very particular market requirements and there was a discussion about why so many of 
the other robot projects appeared to be having difficulty replicating their achievements. 

The poster and demonstration session had over 30 contributions on display. Many of the posters in 
particular showed innovative works-in-progress and stimulated a great deal of discussion. One of 
the avowed aims of CWUAAT is to offer a forum for authors of such posters to present their work 
in a supportive environment and to obtain feedback and comments from their peers. 

Other interesting themes that emerged from CWUAAT included finding methods for helping 
companies implement inclusive design practices, the importance of emotions when developing new 
technologies, smart house design and people's perceptions of assistive technology. 

The Robin Jackson Best Paper Prize was awarded to Ben Robins, Kerstin Dautenhahn, Rene te 
Boekhorst and Aude Billard for their highly original paper, "Effects of repeated exposure of a 
humanoid robot on children with autism - can we encourage basic interaction skills?" In their 
paper, which was a follow-up to a paper presented two years earlier at CWUAAT 2002, the authors 
discussed the results of an empirical study on which children with autism were given the 
opportunity to interact with Robota, a humanoid doll. The children could either copy movements 
made by Robota, or else initiate movements for the doll to copy. The prize judges were impressed 
not only by the scientific merit of this work, but also by the clear demonstrable benefit and 
enjoyment experienced by the children who participated in this study. 

The future of CWUAAT is looking very promising. The 31d CWUAAT will be held in Cambridge 
in Spring 2006 and the name will be changing to represent its truly multinational nature. The 3rd 
CWUAAT will become the 1" International Conference on Universal Access and Assistive 
Technology (ICUAAT). If you are interested in helping to organise ICUAAT or would simply like 
more details, please e-mail me at: lsk@us.ibm.com. 

PS - Please note that I szlccessfitll~+ marzaged to rejkzin.fiom >t.axirzg Iyi-ical about the exceptional 
qualitj3 qf the food and the port at the gala dinrzw. 
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etween natu 

Jinjuan Feng and Andrew Sears 

Interactive Systems Research Center 
Information Systems Department 

UMBC 
1000 Hilltop Circle 

Baltimore, MD 2 1250 

As computers are becoming capable of doing numerous things, it is hard to find an office without a 
computer. Most users depend on the standard keyboard and mouse to communicate with a 
computer. However, typing is not natural, and requires significant practice or training. Many people 
never learn to type both fast and accurately. Typing using the standard keyboard is even more 
difficult for users whose native language does not use the basic Roman character set. In addition, 
extensive typing puts excessive burden on hands, arms, necks and upper body, which may induce 
various computer-related problems such as Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI). 

Compared with typing, speech is natural, fast, easy to learn. and free of physical 
confinements. Most people learn to speak when they are toddlers, and eventually people speak at an 
average rate of approximately 125 to 150 words per minute. When speaking to computers, the 
physical burden on hands, arms and the upper body are relieved and people no longer need to be 
seated in front of the computer. With these advantages, speech-based dictation is a promising 
alternative for general computer users as a way to avoid computer-related motor function diseases. 
Speech-based dictation can also allow interactions with computer systems while an individual's 
hands or eyes are involved in other types of tasks such as driving a vehicle. More importantly, 
speech-based dictation technology can prove critical for indi~yiduals with physical impairments that 
hinder the use of their hands or arms. 

Speech-based dictation has experienced dramatic imnpro~rements during the second half of 
the twentieth century. Instead of speaking discrete words, users are able to dictate to computers 
naturally without extra pauses. Vocabulary sizes now exceed 30,000 words and processing speeds 
have improved significantly. 

A Problem 

Even with the dramatic improvements, reports indicate that users can only produce 8 to 15 corrected 
words per minute (Karat et al., 1999; Sears et nl., 2001) with hands free dictation technologies. 
Clearly, this is significantly slower than the average typing speed for many computer users and is 
also far below normal speaking rates. One major reason for the low productivity lies in the 
existence of recognition errors and the difficulty users experience correcting these errors. Speech is 
ambiguous, noisy, and context dependent. No matter how mature the recognition algorithms 
become, it is unlikely that recognition errors will ever be completely eliminated. Therefore. speech- 
based solutions must acknowledge the existence of errors and be prepared to handle them 

( published ,Vm embrl 2004 ) 
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Various researchers reported that useri elper~enced many more enorb \-.,,hen urmg speech 
to Interact i,~ lth the mternet. electronic maps, or text documents ar compared to more tradit~ozlai 
mteraction solut~ons (e g., Christian t2t ul . 2001. 01 iatt et al . 1997; Karat el- c ; l ,  1399) 

The process of correcting an error consists of three ma-jor actilrities: detection, navigation, 
and correction. Within the context of dictation, both navigation and correction activities can be 
completed through speech-based commands, but existing speech-based navigation and correction 
techniques are extremely ineffective. 

Karat et al. (1999) reported that users spent around 75O4 of the time on navigation and 
error cowection w h ~ l e  composing text docun~ents using speech. Similarly. Sears et al. (200 1) found 
users spent one third of the time on navigation and another third on error correction. In one recent 
study, no\ ice users spent approximately 40 minutes to compose a text document using speech 
recognition (Feng et al.. in press). Surprisingly, only four of the 40 minutes v, ere actually spent on 
speaking. 

Towards a solution 

Existing commercial dictation products adopt two major rechniques for navigation. Target-based 
solutions work by specifying the target word, such as 'select boy'. Direction-based solutions work 
by specifying the movement direction, such as 'move up', which moves the cursor up by one line. 
More powerful direction-based commands also speclfy the niox ement distance and unit, such as 
'mo\ e up five iines'. 

Empirical studies suggest that when target-based solutions and the pouerful direction- 
based solutions ivere provided to the user, both approaches resulted in high failure rates (e.g., 10- 
20%). Further, when these commands failed, it normally caused severe consequences, such as 
moving the cursor to a wrong location. adding text to the document, or even deleting text from a 
document. As a result, users had to spend a significant amount of time to recol er from failed 
navigation commands. 

The primary reason of these command failures is recognition errors, which accounts for 
around nine percent of the total number of comnlands issued. The second most common reason is 
misconstructed commands, which accounts for approximately five percent of all the coinmands 
issued; examples include 'move up five r o ~ s '  instead of 'move up five lines'. The third major 
reason is unacceptably long pauses within a command, which causes the command to be interpreted 
as two separate parts. Long pauses caused around three percent of the commands to fail. 

Solutions built on top of confidence scores, normal length of pauses, and the tradeoff 
between power and reliability of a technique have been developed, implemented, and evaluated 
(Sears et al., 2003). These solutions used confidence scores to ignore some target-based nakigation 
commands that involve recognition errors, allowed longer pauses when issuing commands, and 
simplified the direction-based navigation commands such that users had at least one highly reliable 
alternative at all times. These changes resulted in fewer failed commands, less severe consequences 
when commands did fail, and more effecti1.e decision-making process. 

y it works 

We also m~estigated the time allocated to dictation, navigation, and error correction when using this 
new solution for composition tasks during a longitudinal study involving nine trials. Our results 
indicate that navigation and error correction accounted for a large portion of the users' time during 

i published Novembt.r 2004 i 
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the early trials. As users gained more experience, they beca~ne more efficient at all three major 
activities. More importantly, percentage of the total task time users spent on dictation increased 
from 47% in the first trial to 62% in the last trial, indicating that users were able to spend more of 
their time concentrating on the real task of creating text. The percentage of their time spent on 
navigation dropped from 22941 in the first trial to only 12% in the last trial, which is a dramatic 
reduction when compared to earlier solutions where users spent 33% of their time on navigation. 
More detailed analysis confirmed that the major improvements in productivity were due to dictation 
quality and more effective use of navigation commands. 

The two major metrics that can be used to evaluate dictation are speed and quality. 
Dictation speed can be assessed by focusing on the rate at which users spoke. Using this metric, 
dictation speed was stable across all trials. At the same time, the amount of time spent composing 
text and checking for errors was greatly reduced as users gained more experience. 

The dictation quality can be assessed by analyzing the number of recognition errors as well 
as the amount of correctly recognized text that users decide to be modified. Recognition errors can 
be viewed as system errors, but better dictation quality, such as pronouncing words more clearly 
and at an appropriate speed may reduce the number of recognition errors. In addition to recognition 
errors, some correctly recognized words are ultimately changed by the user to better express their 
ideas. Our research suggests that the recognition error rates remain stable across trials, but the 
number of correctly recognized words that users eventually choose to change drops significantly. 
These results suggest that users do get better at composing text with experience. 

Interestingly, the amount of time users spent on navigation activities dropped by 68% 
between the first and last trials. Much of this decrease can be explained by three reasons. First, there 
were fewer targets that needed to be reached due to the improvement in dictation quality. Second, 
fewer navigation commands failed as users gained more experience. Third, users adopted more 
effective command usage strategies with more practice. 

Finally, the decrease in correction time was not due to the way the correction commands 
were used. Correction time improved as a result of improved dictation quality and the more 
effective use of navigation commands, both of which reduced the number of words that had to be 
corrected. After interacting with the system for approximately nine hours, users still spent around 
30% of the task time on error correction activities, indicating that correcting words remains a major 
challenge for speech-based dictation solutions. 

In summary, experience does help narrow the gap between natural speech and speech- 
based dictation. On average, users with some experience were able to compose a text document at a 
rate of around 16 words per minute, which is significantly higher than novices who could complete 
similar tasks at a rate of only 10 words per minute. However, the gap is still there. While we do not 
en~is ion  speech-based dictation ever becoming as fast as natural speech, we suggest that speech- 
based solutions have the potential to allow data entry rates that are similar to, or higher than, those 
achieved by average computer users interacting with a keyboard and mouse. However. such 
improvements would be dependent upon more effective navigation and correction solutions as well 
as continued improvement in the underlying recognition engines. Currently, we are working toward 
this goal by focusing on novel navigation solutions and more reliable error correction techniques. 

i published ~Vvverlzber 2004 ) 
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fi24z~h oj  this article was oi-iginal11:pz~blished ifz The Internet and N i g I w  Edzrcation, 7/2), 123-139. The 
ear-lierpuhlication is titled, "Bejond legal compliance: Conzrnu~ities o f  n&,ocacy that s ~ ~ p p o r t  acce~sible 
online learning. '7 
Abstract 

The promise of social inclusion, reinforced by online technologies, has not become the reality for most 
people with disabilities. In 2002. o\.er ten years after the implementation of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, more people with disabilities are unemployed than at any time in the last thirty years. Most online 
educational environments are still not accessible to students with disabilities or those using assistive 
technologies. While enrollment of people with disabilities in colleges and universities has increased, few 
have been able to graduate, find successhl employment, and motre on to independent lifestyles, free of 
govensinent assistance. 

To support the vison of universal usab~lity. des~gners and instructors of asslstn e technoiogy must go beyond 
the limited constructs of engineering standa~ds and integrate actual users of asslstir e technolog) as 
participants into both the deslgn and deln ery processes 

Kejn ords 

Gnhne learning environments, Americans -t+ith Dlsab~Plty Act, ADA, accessib~lity. unlversa! usability, 
unn ersal design. assistihe technology. Dlsabled Student Sen  Ices. lealnability 

Introduction 

The enactment of the Americans hvith Disability Act (ADA) in 1990 was heralded as the ushering in of major 
social change for the United States, awarding people with disabilities civil rights that they had long been 
denied (Batavia & Schriner, 2001). These changes Jvere expected to impact every level of goveinment, 
business, and education. Unfortutiately, the ADA was implemented ~ ~ i t h o u t  clear goals, outcomes, or 
coordination between go\-ernmental agencies. Without a method of measuring the progress of social change, 
it became difficult to determine if life was getting any better for people with disabilities because of the 
iinplementation of the ADA. 

It has now become clear that the promise of social inclusion has not become the reality (?&ruse & 
Schur, 2003; Lee, 2003). In 2002, over 10 years after the implementation of the ADA, more people with 

onts are disabilities are unemployed than at any time in the last 30 years. Most online educational environm, 
still not accessible to students with disabilities or those using assistive technologies (Bray, Flowers, Smith, & 
Algozzine. 2003: First & Hart, 2002). While enrollment of people with disabilities in colleges and 
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mi\ ersities has increased, fen- ha:-e been able to gradua~e. t k d  wccessful emplo>-ment. and move on to 
independent lifestyles, free of go\ emrnent assistance. 

mpact s f  Legislation on ikccessibilit) 

A reklev of c a e  studie\ 1s particulailj important In ~mderstandmg progress ton a d s  access to onllne 
education because 11 i \  thioagh tliese ccure decis~oils that academic admin~strators, manufacturers of 
technologq. and engineers formulate product standads and pioduct~on quahtj measurements (Hudson. 
2003) Cons~stency in case lan 1s necesarj  to forinnlize processes lend~ng tou aid acceaslble products and 
SZIT Ices 

The Rehabilitation Act, undei Section 504 and Sect1011 508, is intended to pre\ ent d~scrimiilatlon in 
employment and education in any facllity that receir es Federal inonles (Slatln & Rush. 2003) In 1998 

1 amendments to Sectmn 508 of the Rehabilitatron Act expanded these gua~antees to electronic and 
~nforn~ation technologies The 1975 Indn ld~ials with Disablllties Education Act (IDEA) defined the process, 
through indn idual educational assessments (IEP). of the implementation of the Rehabilltation Act 111 K-12 
schools for students that ha\ e been d~agnosed ui th disabilities affecting their learning In 1998, the IDEA 
1s as amended to mclude mandatory technology assessments for all students receikmg IEP senlces 
Additionally. the Telecommunications Act of 1996 requ~red manufacturers of teleconimunication equipnient 
and proi~ders  of telecommun~catlons services to ensure thdt all their products were accessible by persons 
wlth disabilities M'h~le all of these lan s have had significant effects on enforcing compliance to access~bility 
of technology, the ADA has had the la~gest mpact In elther adi ancing or restricting enforcement of 
accesslbilit) standards (Abram, 2003. First & Hart, 2002, Frieden. 2003) 

Definition of Disability under the La\l 

The definition of  hat constitutes a disability under the ADA is difficillt to ascertain through a re\-iew of 
case law (Levy, 200i: Schv-ochau & Bianck, 2003). Not all disabling conditions are protected under the 
ADA or sections of the Rehabilitation Act. The ADA defines a disability as a physical or mental impainnent 
that substantiallq- limits one or more major life actii-ities; there must be a record of those impairments, andior 
others must regard a person as ha\-ing a disability. These broad concepts have left equally broad ass~imptions 
and interpretations of what constitutes a protected disability n-ithin case law (Levy, 2001; Schwochau & 
Blanck, 2003). The Supreme Court has determined that the extent that a disability limits a person from one 
or more major life activities is one way of determining a covered disability. This has only led to further 
confusion over what constitutes a major activity and h o ~ v  to measure a substantial limitatior, to that activity. 
These are important unansvl-ered questions to which academic administrators need answers in developing 
policies and procedures covering accessibili5 practices on their c a m p s ,  yet are still undefined under present 
case law. 

Internet Compliance 

The arguments surrounding forcing compliance to accessibility to the Internet are poised within a more 
general question of whether the Internet should be regulated (First & Hart, 2002: Frieden, 2003). There are 
two primary approaches opposing regulation of cyberspace. One approach originates from a perspective of 
opposition to government control, allowing Internet providers to seif-govern their products' content and 
usability standards (First & Hart. 2002). This libertarian approach ful-ther believes that it is impossible to 
regulate the Internet because of its immense, intertwined, and disconnected components. Cyberspace is seen 
as an intangible, virtual, nonphysical world that borders on the spiritual and is something quite different than 
what is present in the real world. Any attempt to regulate the Internet is seen as an attempt to iimit free 
speech. A second approach is based on the concepts of allowing market forces to regulate the growth and 
direction of the Internet, with people with disabilities comprising a significant number of potential users and 
consumers of computer and Internet products and services. 

- 
I here are also many reasons people support :he regu!atlon of Intemet actn it~es, from wanting to 

protect cliildi-en from abtlse, through prevention of cqber crime, to supporting the de\ eloprnent of Inteitlet 
accessibilit\i and usability standards (Fmt & Hart. 2002) Argurneilts based on accessib~llty recognize thnt 



11 ithout go1 emrnent regulation of the Internet. there A ill be no gudrantee of p l o ~  iding access for all people 
to the Internet Compliance to the Rehabilitation Act and the enforcement of the ADA because of student 
complaints are respcnsibilrtles of the U S Department of Education through the Office of C 11 11 Rights 
(OCR) (Flreden, 2003) Case la\\ concerning access to the Internet and online education has concentrated in 
three areas of legal coiicem access to effect11 e communication, the definition of a place of business. and the 
reasonableness of use of finances (First BL Hart, 2002. Frieden, 2003) 

Betkveen 1994 and 1999, the OCR in\.estigated eight claims within the California Corninunity 
College system (First & Hart, 2002; Frieden, 2003). Each complaint n-as resol\-ed within the institution and 
each centered around issues of effective coinmunication and equal access to both on-campus computers and 
Internet systems, specifically access to co~nputer laboratories, usability of instructional and other course- 
related materials, library information, class schedules. and Internet classes. This approach of determining 
compliance emphasizes individual learning differences deriving from the effect that the environment has on 
a person's learning capabilities and their ability to understand information presented in alternate formats. It 
also places more i~nportance on educational institution policies and procedures of how student services are 
provided rather than complying to generalized preset solutions that may or may not apply for all students. 

The OCR used a three-pronged test to deieimme the adequacy of the access to educational 
resources and material accuracy. timeliness, and appropriateness (Frieden, 2003). The timeliness and 
accuracy of the comn~unication of informat~on is such that the OCR recognized that for a student to 
successfully participate in a class, heishe must hake the same access to informatron and discourse m ith other 
students and faculty members that other students have The appropriateness of the communication concerns 
the inodality In which alternate means of communication is delivered and the effectn eness of the 
communication In enabling the student to understand the informat~on That the materials and information 
reside in a physlcal building or on the Internet did not matter to the OCR XT hen the educational institution is 
considered a public unik ersity or college 

Public Accommodations 

Even in terms of transportation sen-ices to public facilities, the OCR maintains the same criteria of effective 
communication (Frieden. 2003). In Martin et 01. v. MARTA, a group of people with disabilities filed a claim 
under the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act saying that the public transportation system's Web site was not 
accessible. Following the precedent of the OCR, the courts found that alternate forms of communication, 
such as the telephone, were not adequate or equal to the infornlation that Ivas available on the Web site. In 
this situation, the information was not accurate, timely. or delivered in an appropriate fonnat where people 
~vith disabilities could affectively use it in the way that others would expect to use the information. The 
courts did not say, though, that the same system would be invalid in all situations. Each Web site must be 
considered uniquely, dependent on the populations sened, the content of the information, and the 
technologies chosen to carry the communication. 

Another controversial area in which the courts have produced confusing case practice decisions 
concerns the definition of public accommodations (Computer and Internet Lawyer, 2003; First & Hart, 2002; 
Frieden, 2003; Hudson, 2003). Both the Rehabilitation Act in Section 36.303 and the ADA in Title 111 define 
public accommodations broadly, but within a strict concept of a physical place. Advocates for people with 
disabilities would like the courts to broaden the definition further to include all virtual places on the Internet, 
providing a clear direction for a future accessible Internet (First & Hart, 2002). Opponents of broadening the 
definition to include all of the Internet argue that the intent of Congress was only for the ADA to apply to 
physical places and they had no intention of trying to regulate the entirety of the Internet, which was an 
unkno~vn factor at that time (Computer and Internet Lawyer, 2003). For students with disabilities taking 
online courses, the possibility that large sections of the Internet are not accessible to them places them at a 
disadvantage to other students who can obtain information and services anywhere (Frieden, 2003). 

Case la% is inconclusi\ e on the definition of public accommodations at this t ~ m e  and 1s causing 
considerable confusion to those mvolved 111 Web site design and dex elop~nent (Hudson, 2003) Assistant 
Attonley General Debal Patrlck stated in a letter to U S Senatot Tom Hai-kin that it is clear under Section 
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36 303 that publ~c places do include the ent~re Internet In another highly publicized case, courts decided that 
Southn est Airlmes' Internet site did not fall under the ,4DA's definition of publ~c accoinmodations because 
the online t~cket center did not ha\ e a physlcal place associated with its ticket sen  ice (Computer and Internet 
Lawyer, 2003) The Telecommunications Act of 1996 provided leg~rlatlon that requires the products of all 
manufacturers and pro\ iders of telecominunicat~on services including those of the Internet. to be accessible 
for people m ~ t h  disab~lities But. like the ADA and Rehabilitation Act, the courts have emphasized clauses 
expressed in terms of "undue burden" and "read~ly achievable". 01 erriding many consumer attempts at 
enforcing the accessibility requirements 

Status of accessibility 

Attainment of equal civil rights, employment opportunities, and the American dream of economic security 
have long been associated with educational advancement and the completion of college degrees or technical 
vocational programs (First & Hart, 2002). Internationally, educators have recognized that one of the goals of 
education is to educate people to become competent citizens that can contribute to their communities by 
being productive workers, informed voters. and compassionate neighbors (Association of International 
Educators [NAFSA], 2003). It is increasingly becoming more important to have access to, and the capability 
of. using technology and the Internet to be a producti~e citizen. Voting, banking, and rapid communications 
through e-mail, faxing, and information retrieval is linked to one's ability to use online technologies (First & 
Hart, 2002). Federal and state legislation promoting social inclusion of people with disabilities is often 
focused on access and success in schools and universities (Frieden, 2003; Levy: 2001). 

Employment 

The economic lives of people with disabilities have not improved during the 1990s after the enactment of the 
ADA. Employment and income levels are the worst they have been in over 30 years (Batavia & Schriner, 
2001; Bound & Waidmann, 2002: Kaye, 2000a.b; Schur, 2003a.b). United States Census reports for the year 
2000 showed that, at a minimum, 8 million Americans had been certified as eligible to receive disability 
income and, at a high end, as many as 50 million people had reported substantial impairments that limited 
major life activities (Krusc & Hale. 2003). Thirty-three million of these people are of working age. Only 
about 30% of working-age adults ~ i t h  disabilities are employed full or part time, compared ~l-ith 8094 of 
adults without disabilities (Batavia & Schriner, 2001). Sui-veys report that over 75% of unemployed people 
with disabilities would like to have a job, but have not been able to find one. People with disabilities are 
three times more likely to live in poverty. 

The Internet and Technology 

The lack of access to computers and the Internet limits people with disabilities from learning essential skills 
needed to complete college, vocational, and job-related programs that could lead to more independent 
lifestyles (Kaye, 2000a,b). The term "digital divide" describes the measure that separates social populations 
into those that have and do not have access to computers and the Internet (First & Hart, 2002; Kaye, 
2000a,b). Americans with a disability are less than half as likely as those without a disability to own a 
computer and only one quarter as likely to use the Internet. 

Access to the use of computers and the Internet correlates with educational success. income levels, 
access to health services, and other vital community resources (Kaye. 2000a,b). Less than 39.0 of people 
without high-school diplomas use the Internet compared to over 64% of people with college degrees. Even 
within each of these populations, people with disabilities are half as likely to o\vn computers and use the 
Internet as those people without disabilities in the same grouping. Lower usage of the Internet has been 
linked to a lack of cultural affinity to the Internet for many populations on the wrong side of the digital 
divide. However, in contrast to other populations that are not connected, people with disabilities who have 
access use the Intenlet twice as often as people without disabilities (Preece, 1999). The courts have been 
inconsistent in enforcing access to the Internet under the ADA for people with disabilities. who are in 
consequence being left out of many online educational opportunities. 
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e pursuit of better standards 

Estiinates of %eb site ~ndcces\ibilit> to u w s  \I ith d~sablilties range from 8090 up to 95' o (Su1:i~ an & 
Matson. 2000) In an attempt to help manufacturers of liltelnet p~oducts and sen  ices to cocnpll \$ ~ t h  
regulations mandatmg that the11 products are accessible to people \J, ith dlsabil~ties, se\ era! lnteinatlonai 
organlzntlons, nonprofit agencies, nnd pn\ ate companies ha\ e attempted to pic\. ide des~gn accessibility 
guidelines or e\ aluation tools to ekaluate accessiblhty compliance (Chlshohn, i anderhelden, 8L Jacobs, 
2001, Wall & Saner,  2003) Nearlj two hundred gu~del~nes ha\ e been produced b j  arying go~ernmental 
and professional organizations t q  mg to capture the multitude of cr~tena m\ oil ed in un~ve~sa l  usabllit) 
product design (Vanderhelden, 2000) The ab~lity of these standards and tools to actually help Intermet 
deslgnels develop access~bie Web sites has been questioned by groups representing people uith dlsabditles 
(Slerkou ski, 2002) Usability e\ nluatlons shou that many access~bility problems are misidentified or go 
completelj unnoticed 

The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 have been adopted by the World Wide Web 
Consortium ( W 3 C )  as the Web Accessibility Initiative and are intended to be used by all Web content 
de\relopers and de\relopers of authoring tools to promote accessibility (Bray er nl., 2003; Chisholin et nl., 
200 1). These guidelines provide comprehensive mefhodology and production standards to begin Web 
development. Errors are given priorities from one to three depending on their severity and the population of 
users that may be affected. Two usability problems have been identified with the W3C guidelines: ( I )  the 
conlplexity of the guidelines makes it difficult for multiple design teams to coordinate effective product 
development, especially ~vhen team members are separated oyer long disrances; and ( 2 )  users of assistive 
technologies ha\-e reported usability errors that are due to the vast differences bet\& een learning styles of 
people with disabilities and also to the rapid introduction of new products that the guidelines did not consider 
(Jackson, 2003). Mere adherence to these guidelines does not guarantee compliance to accessibility laws. 

A number of automat~c \ alidation tools are also a\ atlable to help ex aluate rhe nccesslbillty le\ els of 
a completed Web slte. including Bobbj, A-Prompt, UT3C HTML Valrdation Tool, AccVerif~. and Lift 
(Slatm & Rush, 2003, chap 6, Sloan, Gregor, Rowan, & Booth. 2000) A11 of these tools are beneficlal a d s  
but assume that the de\ elopers have the trme and motikatlon to comprehend the complex and often lengthy 
recommendat~ons that the valldatlon tools produce Studles Indicate that most designers ha\ e not been 
adequately trained in their use or f~illy understand the need to comply 1% ~ t h  access~b~l~ty  requirements These 
tools ha\ e also been found to bypass emergmg technologies and miss ~mportant usability problems 
Designers often u d l  use these tools as el  ideilce of accessibility compliance under Section 508, although 
most people ith disabilities wlll still not be able to use the products Acceptance of these tools does not 
guarantee coinpliance to accessiblllty lan s 

Other methods of reaching accessibility goals 

The Digital Media Access Group at the University of Dundee, Scotland, carried out research into the 
potential of developing a single evaluative tool that could help developers create accessible Web sites and 
Internet products (Sloan et al., 2000). They ivere hopeful of finding a method that would comprehensively 
and efficiently uncover all accessibility problems and present the information uncoyered in a way that would 
be usable by Web designers of products and services. The Digital Media Access Group's study did not find a 
single tool or process that would achieve these goals. There are too many possible combinations of 
technologies, design attributes. and applications for one method to ~vork in every situation. Additionally, 
computer users' capabilities are too complex for one method to be able to ascertain usability for all people. 
The best method of determining the extent of accessibility and usability of any product is to evaluate its use 
by observing people using the product (Sierkowski, 2002; Slatin & Rush, 2003, chap. 6; Sloan et al., 2000). 
In this case, those people must include people with disability and users of assistive technology. 

In developing a unique set of accessibility heuristics to be used in usability evaluations. Paddison 
and Englefield (2003) established the necessity of developing unique criteria to establish and measure how 
people with disabilities use technology. Paddison and Engiefield identify technical accessibility arid usable 
accessibility as two attributes of the de~eiopment of products and en\.ironments that prevent people \\-ith 



disabilities rrom participating in substantial life act!\ritizs, incliriiing the use of services. prodccts. and 
infonnation. These attributes differentiate between the enginzerin practices (ensur jn  tbat all techcical 
components of a computer en\ ironment meet current accessibility legislative requirements) and usability 
principles that accentuate practices of user-centered design. A4 key concern of Paddison and Englefield is the 

. . 
need for e \ ~ ~ h ~ a t o r s  to hai.e knowiedge in accessibilitj.; the use of assmtve tecl~inolog~~, and other real-world 
issues facing usabiiity of technology by people with disabilities. While Paddison and Engiefield felt that the 
best situation would be to in\-ol\re actual users of assistii-e technology as ei,aluators, they ackno\vledged that 
it is often difficult to include them within research studies. 

In explaining the importance of concurrentiy measuring performaxe, usability. and learnability 
lvithin usability evaluations, Williams (2004) emphasized the need to iin~olve real users and experts. 
Williams additionally emphasized the affectiveness of a team approach and having participants ~vorking 
together as a collaborative team. Unfortunately, just as Paddison and Englefield (2003) found. U'illiams 
acknowledges the difficulty of locating. procuring and supporting the assistance of actual users for 
performance and usability evaluations (Williams, 2004). 

Several studies have shoivn the ability of people with disabilities to successfully participate ~ i t h i n  
pai-ticipatory action research models (Dymond, 2001 ; Ed\vards & h i e ,  2003). These studies indicate that 
people with disabilities want to be involved in the design and development of products and services that they 
~vill utilize, but are often prevented from participating because of difficulties concerning transportation, 
communication, or accessibility to research facilities. Participatov action methodologies, including online 
focus groups, h a x  been effective in involving expert users of assistive technologies as participants. 

Industry-Based Solutions 

Adobe Systems (2002) launched a company initiatil-e to make all of their products comply with Section 508 
of the Rehabilitation Act by forming a cross-functional accessibility task force with representation froin all 
company-wide departments. including engineering; user interface design, marketing, and sales. In addition, 
recognizing the essential need to involi-e manufacturers of assistii-e technology products and users of 
assistive technology into their accessibility design process, Adobe developed partner relationships 1~1th 
various assistive technology companies and service providers. These companies included Freedom 
Scientific: GW Micro, and SSB Technologies. Accessible products and senices pro\-ided by Adobe under 
their Accessibility program have all been evaluated through usability studies incorporating major brand name 
accessibility products of screen readers and alteinate computer control devices. Current accessibility 
products include Adobe Acrobat 6.0 and Adobe GoLive 6.0. These products have been accepted we1I by 
users of assistive technology and are being incorporated within training programs throughout the United 
States (Adobe Systems, 2002; High Technology Training Unit, 2003). 

Another industry attempt at developing an accessibility de\-elopment process was initiated by Sun 
Microspsterns (Sun) (Jackson. 2003). In response to requireinents stemming from Section 508 of the 
Rehabilitation Act for all Intemet products and sen-ices to be accessible for people with disabilities, Sun 
established an Accessibility Program Office that created a Web site to help groups and individuals design 
accessible products. Additionally, Sun established a set of accessibility guideiines that attempted to be 
inclusive of all matters pertaining to creati~lg accessible products and se l~ ices .  

The process of establishlilg these guidelines mcluded existing companq -1-t ~ d e  efforts alread~ 
established 1s rthin indir idual departments to come up m ith a single set of guideline\ that could be used 
throughout the mternatlonally based company (Jackson, 1003) Sun's nem emphas~s 1s as on the development 
of a single nlethodology and the training cf all n riters and de\ elopers on h o i ~  to use these guidehnes within 
the11 work The process also included developing partner relationships m ith other  soft^ are manufacturers 
u hose products include asslstis e technologm and d ~ s a b ~ l l t ~  ad1 ocacj groups, such as Freedom Scientific, 
AT&T Bell Labs. Trace Research and De\elopnlent Center, and the National Societ) fol the Blind 
(Smaragdls, 2000) Sun's philosophy is tbat a prodact'\ confonnit~ a it11 accescibility guidelines does not 
ensure that it mi l1  be access~ble for people x ~ t h  disabllitles A w s r : ~  e technologq de\ elopers and useis must 



be part of all product des~gn 5taSes to msule usabi l~ t~  of the final product Sun's Jsxa acces lb l l~ t j  API has 
u70r, acclamations from disabil~t> ad\ ocacj groups ,is helping others make usable accessibility productc 

Community Based Solutions 

,4 number of- community-centeled technolog) ~nitiati L es ha\ e produced productir e models of hon to 
successfully o~ ercoine the barriers producing the digital d n  ~ d e  (Ritchie & Blanch, 2003) Cornmun~ty 
Technology Centers (CTCs) ha\ e fonned in all commun~ties that ha\ e actn e Centers of Independent Libmg 
There are ox er 500 CTC programs nation\%ide These centers typically dre underfunded and operate solely 
v, it11 I olunteer \\ orkers The Alliance for Technology Access (ATA) 1s a nationally affiliated group, based In 
San Rafael, CA, that has resulted In man) technology resource centers. supporting a community of people 
assocmted n ~ t h  the delnerq of assistn e technology The ATA actn lties mclude the hosting of national 
ass~s tn  e technology conferences, extensib e research into the usability and delivery of assisti\ e technology, 
and the d e ~  elopment of f i~nd~ng  for asslatn e technology programs 

Many community colleges and universities support Disabled Student Programs that not only 
provide educational counseling, but also technology evaluations and training (High Technology Training 
Unit. 2003, p. 1). California's High Technology Center, located at De Anza Community College, is a model- 
training program that provides technology assistance to 107 California Community Colleges. The High Tech 
Center Training Unit of the California Community Colleges supports community college faculty and staff 
wishing to acquire or improve teaching skills. methodologies, and pedagogy in assistive computer 
technology, alternate media, and Web accessibility. The yearly Inten~ational Conference on Technology and 
Persons with Disabilities, hosted by California State University at Northridge (CSUN), brings together many 
people involved in independent living centers: disability advocacy centers. education, and the manufacture of 
assistive technology products, ~vhere the latest achievements in assistive technology can be shared (Center on 
Disabilities [ C S W ] ,  2003). 

Online Community Solutions 

A study by Eklundh et ill. (2003) investigated the use of home pages on the Internet, within the KnowHow 
Project, to ascertain the feasibility of forming adult online learning communities based on personal home 
pages. Personal home pages have been identified as the most visible Web genre and the most identifiable to a 
person's interests, personality, and emotional perspective. The home page allows an individual to present 
personal information to other users. They can be set up as either global or local access, depending on the 
goals and direction of the community and the individuals involved. Eklundh et al. explored the extent to 
which knowledge is shared individually through home pages and the ability of groups to form a cohesive 
community. Members reported greater feelings of affect towards other community members, increased 
motivation to participate in community activities and discussions, and improved self-efficacy in being able to 
navigate and use online technology resources. 

Another example of an accessible online educational community of practice where students with 
disabilities are able to participate equally with non-disabled students is the master's degree program in 
Rehabilitation Counseling at San Diego State University (Sax, 2002). An essential construct of a graduate 
program in counseling is the high level of trust. communication, and mutual support that is developed 
behveen students and faculty. Rehabilitation Counseling programs typically have higher than average 
eurollments of students with disabilities. The first graduating class of Spring 2000 had 200 students: 
representing 18 states, three Pacific jurisdictions, with 15% of the students with diagnosed disabilities 
needing accommodations. Accommodations for all instructional materials included captioned videotapes 
with text transcriptions, videotapes copied to audio tapes, materials labeled and produced in Braille, all Web 
site information easily read from a screen reader, streaming videos captioned, and sign language interpreters 
hired for special assignments. Student and faculty evaluations of the online learning experience ranged from 
excellent to very enthusiastic. No differences between the online and face-to-face relationships were 
measured, especially in the quality of peer relationships and professional relationships formed out of 
cooperative learning projects. 



Conclusion 

The ability of people n ith disabilit~es to be in\ o l ~  ed as partlapants of usability el aluations, as unn ersity 
students or as norkers, heal 114 relies on theii ability to affectn ely use assistihe technology (Riemer-Reiss & 
IVackei. 2000, Scherer, 2004, \I attenberg, 2004a) Stud~es by Riemer-Relss and Wacker. 2000 found that as 
high as sel enty -fil e percent of dssisti> e technologies are abandoned by people ith disab~hties Many users 
become d~ssat~sfied n ~ t h  thelr des i ce~  and serx ices, usually resulting in the discontinuance of the assistn e 
debices Factors thnt affect these user choices are relatir. e adpantage. compat~bility, trialabil~ty, and re- 
in\ entlon 

Assistive technologies, while having the potential of helping and enabling people lvith disabilities; 
often result in opposite outcomes that limit, isolate, or make people feel more dependent on others' help to 
survive (Scherer & Parette, 2004). The usefulness of assistive technology, according to Scherer and Parette, 
is dependent on whether the person using the technology can utilize it to feel more connected to their 
environment, including self-identity, with other individuals or groups of people, the use of money; and the 
feeling of control over their destiny. How assistive technology is delivered is as important as \vhether the 
technology was originally designed to be accessible or not. 

According to Scherer (2004). the primary reasons that people with disabilities do not use assistive 
technology is a lack of facilities, or insufficient effort to integrate the technology into their learning styles; 
social en\ironments, family structures, and community activities. As the options of assistive technology and 
their availability have increased in the last few years, so have the recoinmendations by rehabilitation 
specialists increased for their use by people with disabilities. However: the evaluation process of determining 
u-hat technology is appropriate for each person is a difficult task and has only just begun to be shtdied 
(Scherer, 2004, Wattenberg, 2004a). Additionally, there is little kno\vn about how assistive technology is 
used and integrated into a person's lifestyle and learning capabilities. Scherer's findings indicate that it is not 
usually the inability of the technology to work or to perform the needed adaptive action. but the emotional 
acceptance and usage of the technology by the person xith the disability that prevents assistive technology 
from being more widely accepted and used. 

Research is needed into how people m-ith disabilities use, and learn while using, assistive 
technology. U'alth and Wattenberg (2004) developed tactile instructional aids and curriculum supporting 
visually impaired students in learning how to use a specialized screen reader for operating a computer using 
Windoxvs applications. Facilitating previous cross-disciplinary research from the fields of Cognitive and 
Neuro Psychology. Speech Pathology, and Education, Walth and Wattenberg developed limited sets of 
accessibility heuristics in order to further their work. Studies h a ~ e  identified the need for all computer users 
to form mental images of applications with graphical user interfaces and Web-based information to 
efficiently perform cognitive processes of learning (Aldrich & Sheppard, 2000; Saariluoma & Kalakoski, 
1997). People with visual impairments have difficulty forming mental images of graphics screens because of 
the necessity of translating audio descriptions of the graphical information, and often have little previous 
experience with the 1-isual relationships used in computer design (Yesilada, Stevens &, Goble. 2003). Walth 
and Wattenberg utilized actual users of assistive technology as usability evaluators in their studies. The 
heuristic usability evaluations on the usage of screen readers by students bvith vision-impairments provided 
information and identification of usability problems to develop new instructional strategies and curriculum. 

Wattenberg (2004a) developed a set of accessibility heuristics based on the learnability criteria of 
intelligibility, comprehension, and persistency of comprehension of students with learning disabilities using 
a screen reader application. Understanding and comprehending human speech is dependent 011 two cognitive 
processes: the ability of somebody to understand individual words and their ability to comprehend the 
meaning of spoken phrases (Cahn, 1990; Morton & Tatham, 1996; Lai, Wood & Considine, 2000; 
Wattenberg, 2004a). Cahn (1990) used the terms "intelligibility" to denote the quality of synthesized speech 
needed to render words understandably. and "comprehension" to denote the quality of producing 
comprehzndible phrases. The listener's affect is the level in which they are able to learn how to inteipret the 
orally produced sequences to actually comprehend the content and emotional messages. By measuring the 
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students' pei-sistericy of affect over jogger periods of reaiiir:g times. the usability study identified ieamakili:~ 
problerns that COUIC! resu11 11: improt,ed instmctiona! strategies leadins to higher reading comprehension afid 
user acceptance of their assisriy-e rechno1og.v. 

Further research is necessary concerning the hilowing research questions to support greater 
acceptance of assis:i\.e technology by people xvith disabilities and increase the ability of users of ascisti\-e 
technology to be participants in research studies: 

14 hat are the problems assoc~ated n ith people n orksng collaborativelq M hlle usmg asslstn e 
technologies. such as people w t h  and u ithout t ~sion' 

Holv can i%e measure the affect11 e learnability of someone usmg an ass~stn e technology? 

Horn can i~ e affectit ely match a person w t h  a disab~lity to an asslstlve technology' 
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